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Shifting left

DevOps AppSec

DevSecOps refers to the integration of security practices into a DevOps software delivery model. Its 

foundation is a culture where development and operations are enabled through process, automation and 

tooling to take part in a shared responsibility for delivering secure software.

DevSecOps removes friction in the SDLC by embedding automated security controls into the DevOps

model, increasing productivity and reduces risks, thereby allowing an organization to move fast AND

stay secure

DevSecOps



Persistent gaps

Engineering environments are the new attack surface, but security practices remain siloed. Security 

activities across practices within the SDLC are often performed in isolation.

DevOps AppSec
CloudOps/ 

SecOps

Lack of context and governance

DevSecOps



Developers are now responsible for securing their 
own code & infrastructure.

- The State of Infrastructure as Code Security at Kubecon Europe, Snyk, 2021



Containers change the application security model.

"The best way to secure these rapidly changing and short-lived workloads is to start their protection
proactively in the development phase ... so that when a workload is instantiated in production, it is
"born secure".



Kubernetes changes the operational security model

Securing a highly automated system requires security automation!

Declarative, dynamic, automated, API management platform 
Kubernetes requires software defined networking 
Kubernetes introduces new concepts and object types
Application configurations and deployments are managed in new ways 

Application location changes as needed
Applications can be deployed on any host in a cluster 
Applications don't have static IPs

Containers are opaque to many traditional sec tools



Threat modelling k8s



Threat modelling k8s is hard



Level 1Kubernetes Threat Model

- "Kubernetes on Hard mode", Ron Amosa, Kawaiconn, 2022



Mapping threat surfaces to controls: still hard



Threat surfaces

Code

Container 

Cluster

Cloud



nullify

Code

Application code monorepo
Integrate into developer workflows and code review processes 
Fail faster into the SDLC

Secure coding practices

Security controls/activities
IDE Plugins 
SAST

SCA

Tooling

nullify



Container

Application code monorepo

Prevent insecure images from reaching registry 
Secure build artifacts

Tooling

Security controls/activities
Immutable image tags 
Dynamic analysis 
Image scanning

Scan docker image 
for common 

vulnerabilities and 
exposures



Cluster

Kubernetes manifests repo

Stop misconfigured/insecurely configured resources 
Secure k8s IaC in pre-prod/staging

Security controls/activities
IaC SAST
Cluster scanning/benchmarking 
Cluster pentesting

Tooling



Cloud

Infrastructure-as-code platform repo
Integrate into developer workflows and code review processes 
Manual approval gates for production deployments

Prevent misconfigurations/insecure configs in cloud resources

Tooling

nullify
Security controls/activities

IaC SAST
Compliance benchmarking (pre-prod/staging)



Thank you

Keep in touch!

https://www.linkedin.com/in/shantanu-kulkarni-001153160/

shan.kulkarni@cmd.com.au

evalify

https://www.linkedin.com/company/nullifycloud
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